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Abstract 

Parameters of reproductive success are critical to the management of wildlife 

populations. Genetic monitoring can provide this demographic information when 

traditional methods aren’t tractable. This study demonstrates a novel application of 

genetic data to estimate a minimum annual count of breeding packs of gray wolves 

(Canis lupus). Using tissue samples from wolves harvested in Idaho, 98 young of the 

year from 2015 and 205 from 2016 were genotyped at 18 microsatellite loci. Sibling 

groups for each cohort were reconstructed using COLONY, with full-sibling litters 

corresponding to unique packs. To assess the accuracy of relationship assignments, 

young of the year of known relationship from long-term study packs were added to the 

dataset (61 individuals from 2015 and 45 from 2016). Varied input parameters were used 

to evaluate the power of relationship assignments under real-world data constraints, 

providing insight into the use of sibship reconstruction as a tool to meet monitoring 

goals. Though all known relationship were correctly identified under these conditions, 

the number and size of assigned subgroups varied. Notably, the ability to discern 

between closely related non-siblings was diminished when the number of loci was 

reduced from 18 to 10. To further explore the impacts of different genotype data, we 

used RADseq to identify thousands of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci and 

repeated sibship analyses for 50 gray wolf YOY from 2014. Our results indicated that 

sibship analyses using SNP loci may be limited by missing data caused by DNA quality 

and quantity, and that strict filtering may yield inconsistent results.  SNP and 

microsatellite datasets were generally concordant but produced some discrepancies in 

sibship assignments.  To compare SNP-based sibship estimates against known 

relationships, we have also generated RADseq-derived SNPs in an analogous group of 

86 red wolf (Canis rufus) YOY of known pedigree. Though the use of SNPs is 

increasing in genetic monitoring of wildlife, the strengths and trade-offs of these 

approaches—especially when working with legacy data sets or lower-quality DNA—

should be considered in transitions to next generation methods. 
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Chapter 1: Counting Litters Using Genetic Sibling Reconstruction of Harvested 

Wolves 

Submitted to the Journal of Wildlife Management 

Heather Clendenin,1,2 Jennifer Adams,1 David Ausband,3 Jim Hayden,3 Paul Hohenlohe, 2 

and Lisette Waits1 

Departments of 1Fish and Wildlife Sciences and 2Biological Sciences: Bioinformatics and 

Computational Biology, University of Idaho; 3Idaho Department of Fish and Game 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Monitoring demographic parameters of populations is a crucial and demanding component 

of adaptive management. Comprehensive and cost-effective monitoring using traditional 

methods, such as direct observation and radio telemetry, can be intractable for species that 

are remotely located, behaviorally elusive, cryptic, or distributed across large geographic 

ranges (Ausband et al., 2014). Under these circumstances, genetic monitoring can be an 

efficient approach to obtaining reliable demographic information (De Barba et al. 2010, 

Stansbury et al. 2014). Genetic data can help identify species and individuals, provide 

estimates of population parameters, and offer insights into space use and connectivity 

(Schwartz et al. 2007, Paetkau et al. 2009, De Barba et al. 2010, Mumma et al. 2015, 

Micheletti and Storfer 2017). Measures of relatedness and genetic diversity can be used to 

reconstruct pedigrees, gain greater understanding of mating systems, assess population 

viability, and track quantitative traits (Thomas and Hill 2000, DeWoody 2005, Lucia and 

Keane 2011, Putnam and Ivy 2014, Gooley et al. 2017).  

Relatedness analyses and kinship assignments compare genetic data from groups of 

individuals and use assumptions of identity by descent and Mendelian inheritance to assign 

relatedness within the context of relationship categories or as a continuous measure of 
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genetic similarity (DeWoody 2005). Assignment to family groups and other relatedness 

analyses have been applied to fisheries management, captive breeding programs, 

reintroductions, and translocations (Caballero et al. 2012, Fienieg and Galbusera 2013, 

Ottewell et al. 2014, Hopken et al. 2015, Caballero et al. 2017). These measures can also be 

used to track reproduction, estimate census and effective population sizes, and allow for 

close-kin genetic mark-recapture (Tokarska et al. 2009, Hauser et al. 2011, Fabbri et al. 

2012, Artiles et al. 2015, Yu et al. 2015). 

Sibship reconstruction is a relatedness assignment method that attempts to identify 

individuals of the same cohort that belong to common sibling groups (Almudevar and 

Anderson 2012). Sampling young of the year and identifying putative siblings has been used 

to identify breeders, trace the origins of individuals post-dispersal, and provide estimates of 

effective number of breeders or adult effective population size (Wang, 2005, Linløkken et 

al. 2016, Ackerman et al. 2017). Sibship reconstruction has also been valuable for tracking 

movement patterns and evaluating impacts of potential barriers (Kokuvo et al. 2007, 

Danancher et al. 2008, Whiteley et al. 2014, Quintela et al. 2016, Pope and Jha 2017). 

Estimates of effective population size based on the frequency of siblings identified within a 

sample have provided new insights into local extinction risk, sensitivity to environmental 

conditions, and resilience to change (Wang 2009, Straus et al. 2015, Ackerman et al. 2017, 

Whiteley et al. 2017, Bacles et al. 2018).  

Reliable sibling reconstruction is the crux to meaningfully applying these methods in 

management and monitoring programs (Ackerman et al. 2017). Likelihood methods are 

commonly applied in the inference of sibships without parental information (Painter 1997, 

Wang 2004, Ashley et al. 2009). The certainty and reliability of these methods are 
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influenced by the number of genetic markers used and their variability within a population 

(DeWoody 2005). Using insufficiently informative markers can reduce the power of 

discernment and result in incorrect assignments, while failing to account for population 

allele frequencies can bias inferences through the disproportionate representation of alleles 

present in sampled families (Wang 2012). Adequate data collection is fundamental to 

accurate and reliable sibship assignments; however, resources available for monitoring and 

management of wild populations are often limited and careful consideration must be given 

to their allocation. 

The management of gray wolves (Canis lupus) within the state of Idaho 

demonstrates such efforts to maximize the return on resources invested in monitoring. Gray 

wolves are managed as a game species in Idaho and are also monitored to ensure the 

population remains above recovery levels (Ausband et al. 2014, Stansbury et al. 2014, IDFG 

2016). Responses to harvest within the conterminous U.S. vary from those documented in 

populations further north, making ongoing observation vital to responsive management 

actions (Ausband 2016). Though federal funding to support wolf monitoring has declined 

following delisting in the state, less intensive monitoring using carefully selected, 

complementary methods can be adequate for reporting a ground-level, minimum estimate of 

wolves given their abundance within the state (Ausband et al. 2014, Stansbury et al. 2014, 

Stenglein et al. 2011). 

 Existing studies have addressed questions relevant to wolf population ecology 

through direct observation, telemetry, hunter surveys, non-invasive genetic monitoring, and 

models of occupancy and vital rates (Rich et al. 2013, Bassing et al. 2015, Hindrikson et al. 

2016, Stansbury et al. 2016, Granroth-Wilding et al. 2017). These studies have found that 
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the distribution and demography of wolves in this region can be driven by habitat quality 

and prey biomass, interspecific competition, and harvest pressure (Gude et al. 2012, Rich et 

al. 2012, Kittle et al. 2015, Bassing et al. 2016). These factors can also alter intra-group 

behavior and composition, which affect hunting success, territorial defense, mating 

strategies, survival of young, and total recruitment (MacNulty et al. 2009, Ruprecht et al. 

2012, Ausband et al. 2015, Cassidy et al. 2016, Ausband 2018). Relatedness analyses 

conducted within this population have allowed not just for differentiation between degrees 

of relationships, but have permitted identification of finer relationship categories among 

individuals with the same coefficient of relatedness. This additional degree of refinement 

can offer insights into social structure and dynamics; siblings from separate reproductive 

events can be identified across years, patterns in inbreeding behavior can be revealed 

through knowledge of specific relationship categories, and extra-pair reproduction can be 

detected by relaxing assumptions of monogamy (Ausband 2018). 

Taking advantage of harvest reporting and ongoing genetic monitoring, we propose 

use of sibling reconstruction as a novel method for estimating a minimum count of 

reproductively active wolf packs, while simultaneously generating an index of harvest 

vulnerability for young of the year at the pack level. Though sibship assignment requires 

more markers than individual identification, few additional resources are needed to add 

these analyses to the existing genetic monitoring program. Tissue samples and premolars are 

collected by Idaho Fish and Game personnel during harvest reporting, which facilitates 

genotyping and aging of harvested individuals. The number of litters affected by harvest can 

be found by reconstructing sibships among these harvested young of the year, which can be 

treated as a proxy for a minimum count of reproductively successful packs. Additionally, 
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reconstructing litters reveals the number of young harvested from individual packs, offering 

a picture of the distribution of harvest vulnerability.   

In this project, we sought to assess the feasibility of using sibling reconstruction of 

harvested young of the year as a method for estimating a minimum count of reproductively 

successful wolf packs within the state of Idaho. To this end, individuals of known 

relationship (i.e. both siblings and non-siblings) from long-term study packs were embedded 

within a dataset of harvested young of the year to assess rates of correct assignment, and a 

series of parameter tests were run to assess the consistency of assignments. In the interest of 

extending these methods to other systems where monitoring resources may differ, we ran 

sibling reconstructions with various permutations of marker numbers and background 

information.  We hypothesized that the most accurately and reliably reconstructed sibling 

configurations would come from runs using the longest run times and highest likelihood 

precision, and from the treatment using both the full marker set and background allele 

frequency data, and that the number of markers would have a larger bearing on the 

robustness of assignments than the use of background population allele frequency data.  

STUDY AREA 

The state of Idaho (216,632 km2) contains many different landscapes, including 

mountainous forests, desert shrub, prairies, and open valleys. Elevations in the state range 

from 217m to more than 3,859m (United States Geological Survey, 2001). Public forests 

and private timber holdings, dominated by western red cedar (Thuja plicata) and western 

hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla), comprised most areas in northern Idaho. Management zones 

in central Idaho contained a mixture of wilderness areas, native prairies, and private 
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agricultural land, while areas in southern Idaho were predominantly private agricultural 

land. Annual precipitation ranged from <20 cm to >250cm, with temperatures ranging from 

-34°C to 38°C (Western Regional Climate Center, 2018). Gray wolves occurred and were 

subject to harvest throughout the state, with higher abundances in the northern and central 

portions. Hunting and trapping were regulated across 13 wolf management zones, 

subdivided into 98 game management units (Figure 1.1). 

METHODS 

Idaho Department of Fish and Game personnel collected tissue samples from voucher 

specimens provided during harvest reporting in 12 of Idaho’s 13 wolf management zones 

(WMZs) during 2014 and 2015. Hunters and trappers are required to provide the hide and 

skull of harvested wolves during reporting and identify game management units (GMUs) 

hunted and date of harvest. Using premolars extracted during reporting, dentition analysis 

identified 94 harvested wolves as young of the year (YOY) in 2014, and 101 from 2015 

(Figure 1.1).  

In addition to harvested individuals, YOY of known relationship were sampled from 

long-term study packs within three of the management zones within the state (27 from 2014; 

61 from 2015; Figure 1.1). Individuals within these packs have been monitored through 

annual field surveys and fecal DNA sampling at rendezvous sites, allowing for individual 

identification, pack assignment, and pedigree reconstruction (Stenglein et al. 2010, Ausband 

et al. 2014, Stansbury et al. 2016). The inclusion of YOY from these packs provided a priori 

knowledge of relationship categories, i.e. individuals within the same pack were known to 

be siblings, while individuals in different packs were known to be non-siblings. In 
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subsequently reconstructed sibgroups, these known relationships allowed us to identify 

incorrectly included or excluded individuals within this subset.  

DNA was extracted from 20mg samples of tissue using Qiagen DNeasy Blood and 

Tissue kits, with negative controls included to test for contamination (Qiagen, Inc.). 

Eighteen dye-labelled nuclear DNA microsatellite loci were combined into two polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) multiplexes with a product size of <300 bp (AHT103, AHT109, 

AHT121, AHT200, C05.377, C09.173, C37.172, Cxx.119, Cxx.250, FH2001, FH2004, 

FH2010, FH2054, FH2088, FH2137, FH2611, FH3725, Breen et al. 2001, Guyon et al. 

2003, Holmes et al. 1994, Ostrander et al. 2017, Salim et al. 2007). Each multiplex PCR was 

run with a negative control to test for possible contamination of reagents. The 7-uL PCR 

reaction for multiplex 1 contained 0.09 uM 2670, 0.10 uM FH2611, 0.06 uM FH2088 and 

FH2054, 0.11 uM FH3725, 0.04 uM FH2137, 0.09 uM FH2001, 0.23 uM Cxx.119, 0.06 uM 

C09.173, 0.16 uM FH2004, and 3.5-uL of 1.5x concentrated Qiagen Master Mix, 0.7 -uL of 

0.5x concentrated Qiagen Q Solution, and 2-uL DNA extract. The 7-uL PCR reaction for 

multiplex 2 contained 0.10 uM AHT121, 0.07 uM C37.172, 0.36 uM AHT103, 0.06 uM 

C05.377, 0.13 uM AHT109, 0.16 uM AHT200, 0.11 uM Cxx.250, 0.06 uM FH2010, 3.5-uL 

of 1x concentrated Qiagen Master Mix, 0.7-uL of 0.5x concentrated Qiagen Q Solution, and 

2-uL DNA extract. The PCR profile for multiplex 1 had an initial 15 min denaturation step 

of 94°C, a touchdown of 13 cycles of 30 s at 94°C, 90 s at 62°C degrees with a decrease in 

annealing temperature of 0.4°C in each cycle, 1 min at 72°C degrees, followed by 17 cycles 

of 30 s at 94°C, 90 s at 57°C, 1 min at 72°C degrees. The profile of multiplex 2 varied in the 

annealing temperature, which began at 63°C degrees over 13 touchdown cycles and was 

55°C in the subsequent 17 cycles.  
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PCR products were separated using an Applied Biosystems 3130xl capillary machine 

(Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA, USA), and genotypes were scored with 

GENEMAPPER 5.0 (Applied Biosystems Inc.). Samples were run in duplicate and repeated 

a third time when necessary to resolve genotype inconsistencies.  Samples with consensus 

genotypes at 90% or more of the loci were used in sibling reconstruction.  

Full-sibling relationships for these individuals were reconstructed using the software 

COLONY 2 (Jones and Wang, 2010). To assess sensitivity of Colony sibship assignments to 

input and parameter settings, we created three treatments (Table 1.1). Treatment 18BD (i.e. 

18 microsatellite loci with background data) used genotype data from 18 microsatellites and 

allele frequencies and error rates based on tissue samples from 865 wolves collected in 

Idaho, genotyped between September 2013 and September 2017. Treatment 18NBD (i.e. 18 

microsatellite loci with no background data) was also based on 18 genotyped loci, but allele 

frequencies and error rates were inferred only from individuals sampled within a given 

cohort. Treatment 10BD (i.e. 10 microsatellite loci with background data) used a subset of 

10 loci and incorporated background population data into allele frequency and error rate 

estimates.  

This full marker set was developed as two multiplexes for assigning pack 

membership, reconstructing familial relationships, and identifying dispersers among 

individuals detected during non-invasive surveying (Stenglein et al. 2011, Ausband et al. 

2014, Stansbury et al, 2016). The first multiplex includes the 10 loci used in treatment 

10BD, which has been the standard for individual ID of noninvasively monitored wolves in 

this state, while the addition of the second multiplex brings the total to 18 loci and allows 

improved resolution for assignment of parentage and identification of family groups. Allelic 
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richness, expected heterozygosity, and observed heterozygosity (Table S1.1, available online 

in Supporting Information). 

Due to the nature of the optimization algorithm employed by Colony, reconstructions 

based on insufficiently informative markers may not necessarily converge on the same 

configuration of full-sibling families. Inconsistent and inaccurate assignments are more 

likely to occur when run length is shortened—either through adjusting the run-length 

parameter or by reducing the likelihood precision. As such, tracking changes in 

configuration likelihood and other measures of support while implementing a series of runs, 

including both replicates and a range of parameter settings, was used to reveal differences in 

power among treatments. 

Each treatment was run five times to ascertain consistency of sibling assignments. 

Three sets of runs were executed with high full-likelihood precision, and differed only in run 

length (i.e. short, medium, and long). The remaining two replicated the short run with a 

different random number seed (e.g. 1234 in the original run, 12 in the replicate) and the 

other set at low full-likelihood precision. Parameter settings consistent across all runs 

included mating system (male and female monogamy; outbreeding), species (dioecious; 

diploid), analysis type (full-likelihood), and sibship scaling (not applied). Correct 

identification of known relationships, number of sibgroups, sizes of sibgroups, and 

assignments within sibgroups were evaluated for differences between runs and treatments.  

Probabilities of inclusion (i.e. the probability that a full-sibling family contains only 

true siblings) and exclusion (i.e. the probability that the full-sibling family has not 

incorrectly excluded any true siblings) for sibgroups across runs, treatment types, and sizes 
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of sibgroups were evaluated using analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey HSD tests for 

statistically significant differences using the program R, version 3.4.0 (R Core Team, 2017). 

 As an additional assessment of the plausibility of sibling assignments, the game 

management units (GMUs) and wolf management zones (WMZs) associated with the 

reporting of each harvested individual were compared for each member of a putative 

sibgroup.  Management delineations do not necessarily correspond to territories or home 

ranges; however, geographical clustering can be expected of true siblings and disparate 

geographical locations of putative siblings may signal inaccurate assignments or incorrect 

reporting. While wolves have been described as dispersal pumps and reported territories 

vary in size between 33 km2 to 4,335 km2, typical dispersal distances average around 96.3 

km (Boyd and Pletscher 1999, Jimenez et al. 2017). Though some exceptional distances 

have been recorded, both pre-dispersal forays and long-term dispersal typically occur at no 

earlier than 11 months of age, making long-distance travel unlikely within this age class 

(Boyd and Pletscher 1999, Mech and Boitani 2003, Vilà et al. 2003, Jimenez et al. 2017). 

Sibgroups of two or more members were categorized by those with all members associated 

with the same GMU, all members associated with the same WMZ but not within the same 

GMU, all members within adjacent WMZs, or members distributed in some other manner 

(Figure 1.1). Counts and percentages of non-singleton sibgroups within each category were 

generated, and categories were assessed and averaged for each run across treatments with 

rearranged sibling groupings.  

Consistency of assignments were compared between treatments by identifying 

changes in the pair-by-pair assignment of individuals. For each cohort, all possible sibling 

pairings were scored per run as either siblings (1) or non-siblings (0), with these scores 
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summed across all runs. Pairwise assignments that remained consistent across all runs had 

summed scores of either 5 (always assigned as siblings) or 0 (never assigned as siblings), 

with intermediate scores indicating inconsistent assignments across runs.  

RESULTS 

Accurate Assignment of Known Relationships 

Across all runs and treatments, all individuals of known relationship from the long-term 

study packs were correctly categorized, falling within six known sibling groups in the 2014 

cohort and thirteen known sibling groups in 2015. No individuals known to be from separate 

packs were incorrectly assigned as siblings; however, two harvested individuals from the 

2015 cohort that had not been reported among the long-term study packs were assigned to 

sibgroups with known-relationship wolves across all runs, with an additional harvested 

individual included under treatment 10BD. The full 18 microsatellite genotypes of these 

harvested individuals were compatible with their putative siblings (i.e. all alleles had 

previously been observed within this sibgroup), and subsequent parentage analyses 

confirmed shared parentage with assigned littermates for the two harvested individuals 

included among known sibgroups across all treatments (Table S1.2, available online in 

Supporting Information). However, parentage analysis indicated that, while the harvested 

individual added to a known sibgroup under treatment 10BD could have shared maternity 

with its putative siblings, it appeared to have been sired by an unrelated male (D. Ausband, 

IDFG, unpublished data). While the parentage analysis was not an independent evaluation of 

pack membership, it did provide additional support suggesting at least two harvested 
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individuals had true membership in long-term study packs despite lack of previous 

detection. 

Number of Litters by Treatment 

Among the 2014 cohort, there were no changes in the number of assigned sibling groups 

across runs in treatments 18BD and 18NBD (52 and 53 respectively). However, the total 

number of litters (46 and 47) were not consistent across runs in treatment 10BD with only 

10 loci. In the 2015 cohort, all runs of treatments 18BD and 10BD generated the same 

number of litters (63 and 55 litters, respectively), while all but one run in 18NBD were the 

same (runs 1, 2, 3, and 5 all had 64 sibling groups, while run 4 had 63) (Figure 1.2). 

For both cohorts, the maximum-likelihood configurations contained a smaller 

number of sibling groups in the treatment using 10 loci. Several individuals designated as 

singletons in treatments 18BD and 18NBD in the 2014 cohort were joined into pairs in 

treatment 10BD, while some singletons and pairs assigned in treatments 18BD and 18NBD 

in the 2015 cohort were assigned to larger groups in treatment 10BD (Figure 1.2, Table 1.2). 

Spatial Distribution of Sibling Groups 

Treatments 18BD and 18NBD performed similarly with respect to the spatial distribution of 

individuals assigned as siblings, with most putative sibling groups in both cohorts consisting 

of members all within the same game management unit or within the same wolf 

management zone.  Treatment 10BD had the smallest fraction of sibgroups with members 

detected in the same management unit across cohorts, and showed the greatest disparity in 

spatial distribution of putative siblings (Figure 1.3). 
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Average Probability of Inclusion and Exclusion by Treatment 

ANOVA results indicated that the only treatment with significantly different mean 

probabilities of inclusion and exclusion was 10BD (Table 1.3). Both the mean inclusion and 

exclusion probabilities for treatment 10BD were significantly lower than the other 

treatments in the 2014 cohort; in the 2015 cohort, treatment 10BD’s mean probability of 

inclusion and exclusion were also lower than the other treatments, though only the 

probability of exclusion was significantly lower. No significant differences were detected 

between 18BD and 18NBD, nor among runs within treatments, in either cohort (Figure S1.1 

& S1.2, available online in Supporting Information).  

Consistency of Sibling Assignments 

For the 2014 cohort, of all possible sibling pairings, there were 126 total sibling pairs 

observed in treatment 18BD, which all remained consistent across the five runs. For 

treatment 18NBD, 131 total pairs were observed in this cohort, with nine changes in pairings 

observed across runs (6 pairs were observed in only one of five runs, while 3 pairs observed 

in four of five total runs).  142 total pairs were observed in treatment 10BD with 7 

rearranged pairs (4 pairs observed twice, three pairs observed three times). In the 2015 

cohort, 205 total pairs with no rearrangements were observed in treatment 18BD, 210 total 

pairs were observed in treatment 18NBD with 13 pairs rearranged across runs (1 pair 

observed once, 6 pairs observed twice, and 6 pairs observed three times), and 222 pairs with 

no rearrangements were observed across all runs in treatment 10BD (Table 1.4). 
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DISCUSSION 

Our study yielded promising results regarding the reliability and accuracy of sibling 

assignments and identification of sibling groups from harvested gray wolves using Colony. 

To our knowledge, our work represents the first effort to inform the management of a 

terrestrial game species using this method, and demonstrates a valuable new use of samples 

collected through harvest. Genetic sibling reconstruction of harvested young of the year can 

augment existing monitoring methods by providing a minimum count of reproductive wolf 

packs and an index of harvest vulnerability of young across packs (e.g. harvest was a source 

of mortality for 1-2 pups in most packs, but as many as 5 YOY were harvested from others). 

The value of estimating counts of parents and family groups through sibship reconstruction 

has been demonstrated in other systems, such as monitoring abundance of social bee 

colonies by identifying sisters among foraging workers and estimating the number of female 

sea turtles laying multiple clutches per season at the same nesting site (Toquenaga and 

Kokuvo 2010, Frey et al. 2013, Frey et al. 2014, Geib et al. 2015). Fisheries and aquaculture 

systems have used similar methods to shed light on genetic variability between age stages, 

assess stocking strategies, and reconstruct putative parental genotypes among externally 

fertilized species (Liu and Ely 2009, Li et al. 2013, Meraner et al. 2013, Hasanat et al. 

2014). These applications, like ours, expand the information gained through genetic 

monitoring approaches.  

Integrating multiple sources of information on wildlife populations can help to 

circumvent some of the challenges and weaknesses of individual monitoring methods and 

better capture demographic trends and responses to management actions (Ausband et al. 

2014, Horne et al. 2018). In our system, with an existing genetic monitoring program, 
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sibling reconstruction requires few additional resources to estimate a minimum count of 

breeding packs within Idaho. The recovery status of wolves in the state was contingent upon 

maintaining a minimum number of breeding pairs, i.e. 10 pairs in either Idaho or Montana 

annually, or fewer than 15 pairs in either state for three consecutive years (U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service 2011). However, the 2009 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Wolf Delisting 

Rule defines breeding pairs as an adult male and an adult female wolf that have produced at 

least 2 pups that survived until December 31 of the year of their birth, during the previous 

breeding season (USFWS 2009). Given these stipulations, an estimate based on sibling 

reconstruction does not directly meet the former legal criteria regarding breeding pairs.  

However, this estimate could serve as a reasonable substitute for more resource-intensive 

methods of obtaining minimum counts of reproductive groups that have been used to 

validate probabilities of packs containing breeders and calibrate population models 

(Ausband et al. 2014, Mitchell et al. 2008, 2010, Gude et al. 2009). When assessed with 

other measures of population size, reproductive rates, and distribution of harvest pressure, 

this estimate can be treated as an index to track changes in the number of breeding pairs and 

population size.  

In our study, we aimed to identify methods to optimize accuracy and certainty of 

sibling assignments. Sibship reconstruction accurately and consistently identified all a priori 

known relationships when using either 10 or 18 microsatellite loci, with or without 

background data on population-level allele frequencies. Systematic variation of input 

parameters allowed us to compare correct identification of known relationships and 

consistency of sibling reconstructions under conditions that may be encountered with other 

managed populations, allowing for assessment of parameter sensitivity and robustness of 
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assignments. We found that the number of markers used and the method of calculating allele 

frequencies had more impact on the accuracy and reliability of assignments than changes to 

the stringency of Colony parameter settings, such as run length and likelihood precision. 

Using a reduced set of 10 loci decreased the number of family groups detected and produced 

less credible individual assignments. When all 18 loci were used, sibling reconstructions 

identified a higher number of unique litters, with more probable assignments and greater 

spatial cohesion among putative siblings. Assignments using this full marker set were 

consistent across all runs when background population data was used to estimate allele 

frequencies, indicating further refinement and reliability of individual relationships under 

these conditions. 

Though the true number of total sibling groups was not known for either cohort, 

identification of known relationships and other response variables can be used to guide 

considerations in the application of sibship reconstruction.  Notably, our results suggested 

that there were inaccurate individual assignments when using the restricted set of 10 loci. 

Using insufficient marker data appears to have produced errors of false inclusion. 

Reconstructions in this treatment type had both significantly lower probabilities of inclusion 

and exclusion, and also generated significantly lower total group counts relative to those 

using all 18 loci. Across both cohorts, several singletons and putative sibling pairs identified 

using the full marker set were joined into larger groups in assignments using fewer markers. 

We believe these differences were caused by reduced resolution, resulting in loss of 

discernment between non-siblings— whether non-relatives with similar genotypes or 

relatives of other relatedness categories. Though the correct identification of known 

relationships showed that assignments were not arbitrary when using the reduced set of loci, 
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total assignments appeared to err low, with presumably erroneous assignments primarily 

occurring through over-joining—a trend observed elsewhere under conditions where, due to 

marker information and family structure, non-siblings have genotypes consistent with full 

siblings by chance (Chapman et al. 2003, Wang and Santure 2009, Lepais et al. 2010). This 

would be a probable explanation for an assignment unique to this treatment, in which a 

harvested individual was added to a litter of known-siblings, was not confirmed by 

subsequent parentage analyses (D. Ausband, unpublished data). Interpreting the reduced 

number of sibgroups as an error due to loss of resolution is further supported by the 

geographical distribution of putative siblings. In assignments based on 10 loci, a larger 

percent of sibling groups contained putative members with less spatial proximity to each 

other than siblings identified in other treatments (Figure 1.3).  

In contrast to the reconstructions using 10 loci, the congruency in results across 

treatments using the full marker set lends assurance that the 18 microsatellites loci used and 

the threshold set for missing data provide enough information and power to make these 

assessments, with or without background allele frequency data. All reconstructions using 18 

microsatellites resulted in similar total counts of sibling groups, comparable mean 

probabilities of inclusion and exclusion, and higher percentages of sibling groups with 

members reported within the same or adjacent management areas. Given these 

improvements, the increased total counts of sibling groups in these treatments likely 

represent unique reproductive packs, which reconstructions using fewer markers were not 

able to discriminate. Uncertainty in individual assignments was further reduced when 

available background data was used, producing consistent sibling assignments across runs. 

Overall, using both the complete marker set and applying existing genetic monitoring data 
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produced assignments in which both group counts, as well as individual relationships, were 

the most reliable. 

It is important to note that our proposed monitoring method of using the number of 

reconstructed litters from harvested young of the year as a proxy for the number of 

reproductive packs only provides a minimum count and will be limited by harvest rates and 

distribution, and that variation in the quality of sample preservation can reduce successful 

genotyping rates and influence detection probabilities. Interestingly, our estimates of 

minimum pack counts were close to annual estimates of reproducing packs based on other 

survey methods, but lower than these counts for both years (Table 1.5).  

 Though harvest as a monitoring tool entails different challenges in assessing 

detection probabilities, there are several advantages to this source of data (Leclerc et al. 

2016). Hunter surveys and harvest reporting provide valuable information on wildlife 

populations and engage stakeholders in the monitoring process (Rich et al. 2013, Leclerc et 

al. 2016). Additionally, genetic analyses based on harvested individuals can complement 

and contrast non-invasive genetic sampling. Non-invasive sampling is limited by agency 

time and resources, resulting in patchiness in spatial detection patterns. Though harvest can 

also exhibit spatial bias, these biases are not likely to be the same, allowing the geographical 

distribution of harvest-based sampling to supplement that of agency monitoring. This can 

improve the accuracy of individual assignment and aging relative to non-invasive sampling, 

as tissue generally allows for greater genotyping success and dentition analysis involves less 

subjectivity than approximating the age of a sampled individual via relative size of scat 

(Weaver and Fritts 1979, Gipson et al. 2000). Recognizing this valuable resource, sibling 
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reconstruction of harvested young of the year can take advantage of an opportunistic source 

of data to provide further information on managed populations. 

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 

We have demonstrated the accuracy and reliability of sibling reconstruction of harvested 

young of the year to estimate minimum annual counts of reproductive wolf packs and the 

harvest vulnerability of young across packs. Taken in conjunction with other monitored 

population parameters, these counts can be used to estimate a baseline rate of reproduction, 

detect the distribution of harvest vulnerability on specific packs, and offer an index of 

survival of young, which can subsequently be incorporated into traditional monitoring 

approaches to provide insights into population abundance, vital rates, and spatial 

distribution. Other ecological and evolutionary dynamics can also be explored by extending 

these analyses to estimates of population genetic parameters, such as effective population 

size and measures of gene flow, or by using sibling reconstruction to understand mating 

systems and family structure.  

In exploring the reliability and robustness of sibling assignments when constrained 

by available background data and number of markers, we hope to encourage the application 

of this practice in other systems where resources and research questions may differ. In our 

system, we found our set of 18 microsatellite loci capable of producing relatively consistent 

total counts of sibling groups across the sampled cohorts. The reliability of these 

assignments was further improved by incorporating background population data to estimate 

allele frequencies, resulting in uniform individual assignments across all Colony runs. 

Though this study benefitted from an existing genetic monitoring program, selecting 

markers for new studies in the absence of legacy datasets and when few initial parameters 
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are known will require additional resources. Application to other systems will be affected 

not only by background population knowledge and marker number, but the allelic richness 

and heterozygosity of the markers used, and can be guided by theoretical models and 

available information on populations of the same species (Waits et al. 2001).  
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Figure 1.1: Spatial distribution of harvested gray wolf YOY from 2014 and 2015, as 
reported within the 13 wolf management zones in the state of Idaho. Number in parentheses 
following wolf management zone name indicates the total count of harvested YOY used in 
sibling reconstructions across both years. Individuals of known relationship category were 
sampled in the shaded management zones. These individuals were not included in the 
depicted counts, but included 25 YOY from the Panhandle wolf management zone, 34 from 
Salmon, and 32 from Sawtooth.  
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Figure 1.2: Counts of total gray wolf litters (i.e. putative sibling groups) assigned by cohort 
year, treatment type, and run number. 

 

Figure 1.3: Percent of non-singleton sibling groups by categories of spatial distribution 
across cohorts and treatment types. Same GMU entails all members were reported within the 
same wolf management zone and the same game management unit. Same Zone depicts 
groups in which all members were within the same wolf management zone, but at least one 
member was not within the same game management unit. Groups categorized under 
Adjacent Zone contain at least one member that was not in the same wolf management zone 
as other putative siblings, but in which all members were reported to wolf management 
zones with shared borders. Groups categorized as Other contained at least one member that 
was in non-adjacent wolf management zone relative to other putative siblings.  
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Table 1.1: Parameter settings in the software Colony as altered by treatment, including the 
method used to calculate allele frequencies and the number of loci analyzed. 

Treatment Run 
ID 

Run 
Length 

Full-
likelihood 
precision 

Random 
number 
seed 

Allele 
frequencies 

Number 
of loci 

18BD 1 Short Low Default Known 18 

2 Short High Default Known 18 

3 Short High Altered Known 18 

4 Medium High Default Known 18 

5 High High Default Known 18 

18NBD 1 Short Low Default Unknown 18 

2 Short High Default Unknown 18 

3 Short High Altered Unknown 18 

4 Medium High Default Unknown 18 

5 High High Default Unknown 18 

10BD 1 Short Low Default Known 10 

2 Short High Default Known 10 

3 Short High Altered Known 10 

4 Medium High Default Known 10 

5 High High Default Known 10 
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Table 1.2: Mean frequency across runs of putative gray wolf litters by group size among 
harvested young of the year for both cohorts and all treatment types. 

Year Treatment 
Number of group members 

One Two Three Four Five 

2014 

18BD 14 20 8 4 0 

18NBD 6.2 21.4 9 2 2 

10BD 20.2 17.4 8.8 4.4 0 

2015 

18BD 16.2 18.8 8 3.8 0.2 

18NBD 18 20 8 3 1 

10BD 10 13 14 5 0 

 

Table 1.3: Mean probabilities of inclusion and exclusion across all sibling groups of 
reconstructed configurations with a given treatment and cohort. *Indicates values 
significantly different from others within the same cohort based on Tukey HSD analysis and 
p value of < 0.05. 

Year Treatment Inclusion Exclusion 

2014 

18BD 0.95 0.56 

18NBD 0.97 0.57 

10BD 0.92* 0.40* 

2015 

18BD 0.97 0.48 

18NBD 0.97 0.49 

10BD 0.96 0.38* 
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Table 1.4: Rearrangement of sibling pairs by treatment and cohort. Mean Litter Count 
describes the mean total number of reconstructed sibling groups assigned within a given 
treatment and cohort, while Total Observed Pairs specifies unique individual sibling pairings 
within sibling groups. Rearranged Pairs describes the number of individual sibling pairings 
observed in at least one configuration that were not consistent across Colony runs within the 
same treatment.   

Year Treatment Mean Litter Count 
Total Observed 

Pairs 
Rearranged 

Pairs 

2014 

18BD 52 126 0 

18NBD 53 131 9 

10BD 46.6 142 7 

2015 

18BD 63 205 0 

18NBD 63.8 210 13 

10BD 55 222 0 
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Table 1.5: Estimates of population parameters for 2014 and 2015 biological years, including 
(from left to right): minimum count of reproduction packs based on sibship reconstruction 
and estimates from other Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG) monitoring efforts, 
total number of estimated packs within Idaho, IDFG’s estimate of census size, total number 
of wolves harvested each year, the number of harvested young of the year genotyped, and 
the total number of young of the year used in sibling reconstructions, including individuals 
sampled from long-term study packs. 

Cohort 
year 

Minimum 
count 
(genetic    
sibship) 

Minimum    
count 
(field 
observ.) 

Est. 
packs 
in ID 

Census 
estimate 
(IDFG) 

Total  
harvested 
wolves 

Harvested 
YOY  
genotyped 

Total 
YOY* 
analyzed 

2014 52 55 104 770 256 94 121 

2015 63 69 108 786 256 101 162 
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INTRODUCTION 

Advances in molecular biology and computational technologies have made it possible to 

assign genealogical relationships to organisms without reliable knowledge of breeding 

histories. As these tools have progressed, applications of relatedness analyses have expanded 

beyond forensics, epidemiology, and agriculture, and have come to provide insights into 

evolutionary and ecological processes and guide efforts to to promote genetic diversity in 

conservation programs (Artiles, Cobo, Benítez, Pérez, & Espinosa, 2015; Fernández et al., 

2013; Hauser, Baird, Hilborn, Seeb, & Seeb, 2011; Sharp, Simeoni, & Hatchwell, 2008; 

Tokarska et al., 2009; Weinman, Solomon, & Rubenstein, 2014; Yu et al., 2015). As 

methods become both more affordable and more accessible, kinship studies based upon 

genetic markers are being used to verify observed pedigrees, maintain genetic diversity in 

captive-bred and managed wild populations, and permit monitoring of population metrics 

for managed wildlife and populations of conservation interest (Fienieg & Galbusera, 2015; 

Linløkken, Haugen, Mathew, Johansen, & Lien, 2016).  

There are two categories of kinship analyses: relatedness estimation and relationship 

assignment. Relatedness estimations compare genetic data from individuals, and, based on 

assumptions of identity by descent, assign a continuous measure of relatedness based on 

shared fractions of individuals’ genomes (Blouin, 2003; DeWoody, 2005). Relationship 
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assignments function similarly, but aim to identify putative genealogical relationship 

categories rather than relatedness indices. These methods can be employed in the 

construction of pedigrees, the identification of parentage, and the assignment of sibling 

groups. Which methods are applied to a given study can be affected by the ploidy and 

breeding systems of the organisms being studied, whether a population is predominantly 

inbred or outbred, as well as the consanguinity of individuals. Relationship assignments 

partition individuals into groups using likelihood estimations, set cover formulation, 

categorical or fractional designations, parentage inference, and sibship reconstruction 

(Anthony Almudevar & Field, 1999; Mary V Ashley et al., 2008; Painter, 1997; Thompson 

& Meagher, 1987; Jinliang Wang, 2004).  

Sibship reconstruction attempts to assign individuals of the same generation to 

sibling groups (Anthony Almudevar & Anderson, 2012). Many of these methods use 

statistical likelihood, either groupwise or pairwise, and require knowledge of underlying 

allele frequencies (M. V. Ashley et al., 2009; Painter, 1997; Wang, 2004). A combinatorial 

approach based upon Mendelian properties, or a combination of both combinatorial and 

likelihood methods, may also be employed (Anthony Almudevar & Field, 1999; Mary V 

Ashley et al., 2008). These methods are not always sufficient when larger groups are 

analyzed; in these cases, combinatorial optimization, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 

sampling, and model selection are preferable methodologies (Anthony Almudevar & 

Anderson, 2012). 

Sibship assignments with or without parental information or known pedigree can be 

used as a tool for selective breeding in livestock populations and to maximize genetic 

diversity in captive bred populations (Fienieg & Galbusera, 2015). In the wild, assignment 
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of sibgroups can provide managers information on the effective number of breeders within a 

population (Linløkken et al., 2016). However, analysis results are subject to Type I errors of 

falsely assigning individuals to sibgroups, and Type II errors of falsely excluding individuals 

from true sibgroups. These assignment methods operate within given amounts of uncertainty 

tied to the number and genetic variability of loci used (DeWoody, 2005).  

The predominant markers used in relatedness analyses have begun to shift in model 

organisms as well as in applications tied to industry and medicine. The transition from 

nuclear DNA microsatellite markers to single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for 

relatedness estimates and kinship studies has been underway with species of economic 

interest, such as livestock and fisheries stocks (Fernández et al., 2013; Hauser et al., 2011; 

Yu et al., 2015). Some studies of evolutionary and ecological import have compared the 

power of SNPs and microsatellites within wild populations (Fabbri et al., 2012; Tokarska et 

al., 2009; Weinman et al., 2014). While previous predictions suggested that SNPs would be 

unlikely to become the predominant marker in non-model systems, these predictions may 

become anachronistic as hurdles are removed to high-throughput sequencing for SNP 

discovery and more applications in wild populations are observed (Andrew et al., 2013; 

Andrews, Good, Miller, Luikart, & Hohenlohe, 2016; Mary V Ashley et al., 2008; Benestan 

et al., 2016; Garner et al., 2016). 

Monitoring demographic parameters is an important part of both appropriately 

managing wildlife species as well as a frequent component of regulatory requirements 

Previously, we explored the use of genetic sibling reconstruction of harvested young of the 

year as a method to provide an estimate of the minimum number of gray wolf litters within 

the state of Idaho (Clendenin et al., submitted). This effort was an attempt to minimize 
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resources required to estimate a minimum count of unique reproductive packs, but the 

results can also be combined with other demographic metrics to help establish a baseline 

rate of reproduction, depict the distribution of harvest pressure across packs, and serve as an 

index of the survival of young. Our initial forays into these methods built upon existing 

genetic monitoring based upon a suite of 18 microsatellite loci used to genotype individuals 

within this population since 2007. This approach generated robust results, with estimates 

comparable to those reported by local wildlife managers based upon field surveys, hunter 

reports, and other monitoring methods.  

With the transition from genetic to genomics methods in mind, we were interested in 

evaluating the trade-offs between ongoing monitoring of reproductive packs through sibship 

reconstruction using existing microsatellite markers and the potential adoption of next-

generation sequencing methods and SNPs. Though microsatellites are widely established in 

many wildlife monitoring programs, highly informative, and cheap to genotype, they are 

prone to genotyping error and the extensive training and subjectivity involved in their 

genotyping result in genotype calls that vary between, and even within, labs (DeWoody, 

2005; Fernández et al., 2013; Pemberton, Slate, Bancroft, & Barrett, 1995). In contrast to 

microsatellites, SNPs are individually less informative, their initial discovery requires 

bionformatic expertise, and certain sequencing methods, such as RADseq, cost more per 

sample than microsatellite genotyping (Carroll et al., 2018; DeWoody, 2005). However, 

SNPs can be assayed by the hundreds or thousands, their genotyping can be standardized 

and automated, and the cost per marker is lower than microsatellites—and decreasing 

(Andrews, Barba, Russello, & Waits, 2018; Andrews et al., 2016). Also, while the burden of 

re-genotyping prior samples can be significant when transitioning a legacy dataset from 
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microsatellites to SNPs, SNPs provide an advantage over microsatellites when establishing 

new study systems given that no pre-existing genetic information is needed to identify loci. 

 To assess these trade-offs between marker choice for sibship analyses in populations 

with pre-existing microsatellite-based monitoring programs, we sought to answer three 

questions. First, how many SNP loci are required to provide sibling reconstruction results 

comparable to those based on the microsatellite loci currently used in monitoring? Secondly, 

how do measurements of accuracy and reliability compare between SNP-based sibship 

reconstructions and those based on microsatellite loci? How many SNPs are needed to 

substantially improve accuracy relative to the current suite of microsatellites? Finally, how 

do diversity characteristics and overall relatedness of a given population affect these 

outcomes?  

 We address these questions using both a cohort of wild, harvested gray wolf young 

of the year (YOY) from Idaho, as well as a separate group of wild, pedigreed, relatively 

inbred red wolf pups originating from a captive-bred population. In contrasting these two 

populations, we explore the relationship between levels of relatedness and amounts of  

informative genetic data required to correctly differentiating between siblings and related 

non-siblings. 

METHODS 

Red wolf sampling & microsatellite genotyping 

We attempted to genotype a total of 101 blood and tissue samples from red wolves (53 red 

wolf pups born in 1999 and 48 from 2013) using microsatellites. These individuals arose 

from a captive-bred population that originated from 14 founding individuals, and a detailed 
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pedigree including these individuals has been reconstructed that provided a priori 

knowledge of true relationships (Bohling, Adams, & Waits, 2013). The 1999 samples were 

amplified in duplicate using 18 microsatellites as described in (Miller, Adams, & Waits, 

2003). Among the 2013 cohort, multi-locus microsatellite genotypes at 17 loci were 

generated in two polymerase chain reactions. While the total number of loci was lower than 

the 1999 cohort, the individual genotyping rate exceeded 94% of 18 loci. Since this falls 

above the 90% genotyping success rate threshold set for inclusion, they are treated as if 

genotyped at 18 loci in downstream analyses. 

For the 2013 cohort, the first multiplex contained 0.06 µM of CXX.377, 0.07 µM of 

CXX.172, CXX.173 and CXX.250, 0.13 µM of CXX.109, 0.16 µM of CXX.200, 0.20 µM 

of AHT121, 0.60 µM of AHT103, 0.71 µM of CXX.20, 1X Qiagen Multiplex PCR Kit 

Master Mix, 0.5X Q solution and 1 µl of DNA extract in a 7µl reaction (Holmes et al., 1995; 

Mellersh et al., 1997; Ostrander, Sprague, & Rine, 1993). The second multiplex contained 

0.06 µM of FH2010, 0.07 µM of FH2062 and FH2054, 0.10 µM of FH2001, 0.16 µM of 

FH2145, 0.24 µM of FH2004, 0.36 µM of CXX.225, 0.80 µM of CXX403, 1X Qiagen 

Multiplex PCR Kit Master Mix, 0.5X Q solution and 1 µl of DNA extract in a 7 µl reaction 

(Mellersh et al., 1997; Ostrander, Mapa, Yee, & Rine, 1995; Ostrander et al., 1993).  

Reaction conditions for blood and tissue samples consisted of 13 cycles of 94 °C for 30 sec, 

63 °C touchdown to 55 °C for 90 sec and 72 °C for 60 sec followed by 19 cycles of 94 °C 

for 30 sec, 55 °C for 90 sec and 72 °C for 60 sec followed by a final elongation of 60 °C for 

10 minutes.  Reaction conditions for the hair and bone samples were identical except the 

total number of cycles was 45 and 55 respectively.  Blood and tissue samples were amplified 

a minimum of two times to account for possible allelic dropout.  Hair and bone samples 
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were amplified up to four and six times respectively to account for possible allelic dropout.  

PCR products were run on a 3130xl Genetic Analyzer and visualized using Genemapper 5.0 

(Applied Biosystems). 

Gray wolf sampling & microsatellite genotyping 

We obtained samples from 98 gray wolves determined to be YOY through tooth analysis. 

Samples were collected from May 2014 – April 2015, and include tissue from harvested 

wolves and other wolves of known mortality in management units throughout Idaho, as well 

as swabs from individuals captured for collaring. DNA extraction and genotyping at 18 

microsatellite loci was conducted using methods documented in Clendenin et al., 

(submitted). 

SNP discovery  

SNP discovery for both red wolves and gray wolves was conducted using an updated 

RADseq protocol (Ali, Jeffres, & Miller, 2013). For red wolves, 86 of the original 101 

samples contained sufficient quantities of genomic DNA, and these were prepared on a 

single 96-well plate with 10 sample duplicates. For gray wolves, the samples were equally 

divided between two plates with 52 samples each, including 6 sample duplicates. 

Standardized samples were digested with the restriction enzyme, Sbf-I HF. Libraries were 

sent to U.C. Berkeley genomics core facility for sequencing using a single high-output lane 

on an Illumina HiSeq 4000 machine with paired-end 150bp reads. 

 Reference-aligned SNP discovery using the dog genome, CanFam 3.1,  was 

conducted using Stacks (Broeckx et al., 2014; Catchen, Hohenlohe, Bassham, Amores, & 

Cresko, 2013). We used a modified Mastretta-Yanes (2015) protocol to optimize Stacks 
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parameter settings by minimizing genotyping error between sample duplicates (Mastretta-

Yanes et al., 2015). For red wolves, the parameters that differed from the default were the 

significance level for calling variant sites (0.001) and the significance level for calling 

genotypes (0.01).  The optimized parameter for the gray wolves that differed from the 

default was setting a 0.01 chi square significance level for calling heterozygotes and 

homozygotes (Table 2.1).  

Characterization of population diversity, relatedness, and effective population size 

Estimates of genetic diversity, relatedness, and effective population size were generated for 

both red wolves and gray wolves using different marker data sets (Tables 2.2 and 2.3). 

GenAlex was used to report the number of alleles per locus, effective number of alleles per 

locus, Shannon’s information index, unbiased expected heterozygosity, and observed 

heterozygosity (Peakall & Smouse, 2012). The R package, related, was used to obtain 

relatedness estimates using Milligan’s dyadic likelihood method, as well as Wang’s triadic 

likelihood method to address potential upward biases in the dyadic relatedness estimates 

(Milligan, 2003; Pew, Muir, Wang, & Frasier, 2015; Jinliang Wang, 2007, 2011). 

NeEstimator was used to provide a linkage disequilibrium-based estimate of effective 

population size as described in Waples and Do (2008), with each year also looked at 

individually among red wolves, and Colony2 was used to provide sibship-frequency based 

estimates of Ne (Do et al., 2014; Jones & Wang, 2010; Waples & Do, 2010).  

Red wolf SNP filtering and Colony reconstruction 

All SNPs were filtered using Plink to establish the maximum threshold of missing data per 

individual and per SNP, minor allele frequency threshold (MAF), Hardy-Weinberg 
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equilibrium, and linkage between SNPs. Different parameter combinations were tested 

systematically until subsequent Colony results were both consistent across ten replicates and 

matched the known pedigree (Table 2.1). Missing data filters reduced the number of samples 

to 75 individuals. 

Among red wolves, sibling reconstructions were conducted with Colony using both 

microsatellite and the SNP genotypes. The microsatellite-based reconstructions used 100 

individuals representing 25 sibling groups, with and without background population genetic 

data at the same 18 microsatellite loci based on the parental generations, and with and 

without assumed inbreeding. The SNP-based reconstructions were based on the 75 

individuals that passed missing data thresholds described above. Plink filtering parameters 

were optimized and produced Colony results matched the known relationships from the 

pedigree across ten replicate Colony runs with at a set of 1509 SNPs (Table 2.1). 

Additional subsets of these 1509 SNPs were generated by randomly thinning by 

90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10%, creating ten subsets per thinning category. Colony was run 

for each of these 50 new SNP subsets, and results were scored both by the accuracy of 

pairwise relationships (i.e. number of correctly identified true sibling pairs, number of true 

sibling pairs not identified, and number of non-siblings incorrectly assigned as sibling pairs) 

as well as by the total number of sibling groups generated (Figures 2.1-2.4).  

Gray wolf SNP filtering and Colony reconstruction 

While we were not able to evaluate genetic reconstructions relative to a known pedigree, we 

treated sibships from a previous study as a baseline of comparison for otherwise unknown 

relationships and litter counts among the harvested YOY (Clendenin et al., submitted). 
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Though the earlier study used the same suite of microsatellites, its results were consistent, 

known relationships within the dataset were accurately identified, and the total number of 

sibgroups was comparable to estimates based on other monitoring methods.  

Two approaches were taken with respect to SNPs filtering for the gray wolves (Table 

2.1). In one, we systematically varied Plink parameters and assessed Colony configurations 

based on their consistency across ten replicate runs and their similarity to the microsatellite-

based results from our previous study. The other filtering approach applied variations on the 

same filters as those that produced the best results among the red wolf group. The SNPs 

isolated using the same parameters that were successful with the red wolves were thinned 

randomly by the same percentages as those used previously, while the other filtering group 

produced SNP sets with fewer loci which were therefore not thinned (Figure 2.5). Each final 

group of SNPs were evaluated based on ten replicate runs of Colony. Missing data filters 

reduced the number of samples to 50 individuals. 

Sibling reconstructions based on microsatellites were reduced to the 50 individuals 

retained in the SNP data set. These were conducted both with and without population-level 

allele frequency estimates, and ten replicates were run for each variation of Colony 

parameter settings. 

Geographical clustering of gray wolf siblings 

As an additional assessment of accuracy of sibling assignments, we examined the 

geographical clustering of putative siblings within the best-performing SNP-based Colony 

configuration as well as the original microsatellite loci. All sibling groups of two or more for 

both the SNP-based and the original microsatellite-based configurations were categorized in 
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groups of increasing geographical distance, beginning with those including members all 

reported within the same game management unit (GMU), then respectively expanding to 

those with all members reported within the same wolf management zone (WMZ), within 

adjacent zones, or within non-adjacent zones that we could treat as spatial outliers (Figure 

2.6). Though the designations weren’t determined based on biological criteria, large 

geographical disparities among sibgroup members may be an indication of questionable or 

incorrect group assignments given that wolves at the age of sampling are unlikely to 

undertake long-distance dispersal. The categories of groups that differed between the SNP 

and microsatellite marker sets were compared, as well as the overall percentages of groups 

within each category. 

RESULTS 

Genotyping 

Not all samples were successfully genotyped, and genotyping success rates varied between 

microsatellites and SNPs. Among the red wolves, all but one sample of the original 101 met 

the 90% genotyping success threshold at 18 microsatellite loci. Fewer samples were retained 

when genotyping with SNPs; 86 of 101 contained sufficient genomic DNA for RADseq 

library prep, and 71 samples passed through bioinformatics filtering. The 98 samples from 

the gray wolf cohort all contained sufficient DNA quantity for both genotyping at 18 

microsatellite loci as well as library prep, but only 50 individuals passed through 

bioinformatics filtering. 

Characterization of population diversity, relatedness, and effective population size 
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As expected, the number of alleles per locus and effective number of alleles per locus were 

higher for each microsatellite data set relative to the corresponding SNP datasets, but these 

values were also greater for each gray wolf marker type relative to the respective red wolf 

marker dataset (2.851 for red wolf microsatellites and 1.475 for SNPs; 4.726 for gray wolf 

microsatellites and 1.594 for SNPs). The Shannon information indices and estimates of 

heterozygosity followed the same pattern (Table 2.2). 

 Across all groups, the mean dyadic relatedness estimates were somewhat higher than 

the triadic estimates, but similar (Table 2.3). Estimates of mean relatedness based on 

microsatellite genotype data were higher relative to the corresponding SNP genotypes for 

both groups. Both estimates of mean relatedness among red wolves were higher than gray 

wolves for each genotype approach. 

 Estimates of effective population size followed a similar pattern, though the Ne 

estimates for red wolves were similar across marker types while the Ne estimates for gray 

wolves based on microsatellite data were much higher than those based on SNPs. All 

effective population size estimates for gray wolves were higher than those for red wolves, 

which was more pronounced when red wolf estimates were based on single cohorts (Figure 

2.7).  

Red wolf Colony reconstructions 

The red wolf individuals genotyped using microsatellites represented 25 sibling groups from 

the known pedigree, and the subset of individuals successfully genotyped with SNP loci 

comprised 21 of those sibling groups. The Colony reconstructions using 18 microsatellite 

loci and the allele frequencies of the sampled cohort produced only 13 of the expected 25 
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sibling groups. Including allele frequency data from parental generations in the 

microsatellite-based sibling reconstructions increased the number of sibling groups to 20 of 

the expected 25.  

After bioinformatic filtering with Plink, reconstructions based upon SNP genotypes 

at 1509 loci correctly identified all 21 of the expected subset of sibling groups as well as all 

individual relationships, and these sibling group assignments remained consistent across ten 

replicates. The Colony reconstructions using randomly thinned subsets of the selected 1509 

SNP loci produced sibling groups with no errors with a fair degree of frequency at around 

50% of the original filtered SNPs, using an average of 755 SNPs. While incorrect individual 

assignments were observed among the thinned SNP sets, errors in incorrectly assigned 

“false” siblings and incorrectly “missed” true siblings were nearly equal, meaning that total 

group counts were similar across all subsets, with as low as 10% of the original providing 

estimates of 21 total number of sibling groups (Figures 2.1-2.4).  

Gray wolf Colony reconstructions 

The subset of 50 gray wolf samples genotyped using SNPs represented 34 groups from our 

original full microsatellite-based Colony runs. Rerunning Colony using the same 18 

microsatellite loci and the subset of 50 individuals consistently resulted in assignments with 

33 sibgroups and no individual rearrangements. Two individuals previously assigned as 

singletons were paired in these new reconstructions.  

In our first filtering approach with systematically varied parameters, the number of 

sibgroups with assignments consistent across ten replicates ranged from 19 groups using 101 

loci up to 32 and 33 groups using 1029-3587 loci (Table 2.1). With our other filtering 
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approach that used the same filtering parameters optimized for the red wolf data set, 18,547 

SNPs were produced among the gray wolf samples. Colony reconstructions using these 

SNPs produced 34 consistent sibgroups across 10 replicates, and this number of groups was 

retained when randomly thinning these SNP loci to as few as 50% of the original 18,547, or 

an average of 9251 loci (Figure 2.5).   

 Most of the 34 sibling groups generated by the SNP dataset corresponded to the 34 

groups produced by our original microsatellite reconstructions. Between the original study 

and the new SNP-based reconstructions, 2 sibling groups were split and individuals from 2 

other groups were joined. These differences persisted across all replicate runs.   

Geographical clustering of putative gray wolf siblings 

The subset of sibgroups from the original microsatellite reconstructions included 12 groups 

of 2 or more individuals. 9 of these groups contained siblings all within the same GMU, 

while there was one group in each of the other categories, i.e. within the same WMZ, within 

adjacent WMZ, or spatial outliers. The SNP-based reconstructions included 11 groups of 2 

or more individuals. 8 groups had putative siblings all within the same GMU, 1 had siblings 

all within the same WMZ, 2 had siblings in adjacent WMZ, and no groups contained spatial 

outliers.  

Most sibling groups had the same spatial clustering patterns across marker types 

However, the sibling groups that differed between the two marker data sets were clustered 

more closely among the SNP-based reconstructions (Figure 2.8). The microsatellite-based 

sibling group with individuals within adjacent zones was split into two singletons in the 

SNP-based reconstructions, and the group containing spatial outliers within the 
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microsatellite-based reconstructions was split into two groups in the SNP-based 

reconstructions—one containing individuals all within the same GMU and the other 

containing individuals within adjacent WMZ. The SNP-based reconstructions also joined 

two individuals in adjacent WMZ that had been designated as singletons in the 

microsatellite-based reconstructions. Additionally, no groups from the SNP-based 

reconstructions were categorized among the spatial outliers.  

DISCUSSION 

Sibling reconstruction has been used to study the evolution, ecology, and conservation of 

various wild populations by providing insights into dispersal, social dynamics, mating 

systems, and effective population size estimates (Ackerman et al., 2017; Dugdale, 

Macdonald, Pope, & Burke, 2007; Hansen & Jensen, 2005; Pope & Jha, 2017; Sharp et al., 

2008). Our study presents valuable information about marker selection and the accuracy of 

results during an important time of transition of genetic methods. We set out to answer 

questions related to marker choice and sibling reconstruction, having previously 

demonstrated the reliability of genetic sibling reconstruction and its utility in meeting 

monitoring goals. Based on the results of our current study, it is evident that the best choice 

in a given study system will depend not just upon the markers selected and the question 

asked, but upon the characteristics of the population of interest.  

 While other studies have investigated differences in outcomes for analyses based on 

microsatellites or SNPs, many compare numbers of independent alleles or the effective 

number of alleles to provide optimal resolution without necessarily addressing the 

underlying mechanics of the given question within the populations of interest (Cappa, 

Klápště, Garcia, Villalba, & Marcucci Poltri, 2016; Hauser et al., 2011; Kaiser et al., 2017; 
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Linløkken et al., 2016; Weinman et al., 2014). Several kinship studies comparing markers 

have reported that the number of loci and their heterozygosity influences the power of a 

suite of markers more than the number of independent alleles (Hauser et al., 2011; 

Labuschagne, Nupen, Kotzé, Grobler, & Dalton, 2015; Morin, Luikart, Wayne, & the SNP 

workshop group, 2004). Though Wang (2019) has shown that even low quality samples with 

high genotyping error rates can produce reliable pedigrees, genotyping errors and missing 

data reduce the power of selected markers (Kaiser et al., 2017; Labuschagne et al., 2015; 

Jinliang Wang, 2019). The impact of population-level relatedness upon marker information 

required for sibling reconstruction and other kinship analyses has been covered obliquely in 

studies of livestock and other species with low genetic diversity, but has not been contrasted 

between two populations of closely related species with distinct differences in population 

parameters but similarities in vital rates and reproductive behaviors(Andrews, Adams, et al., 

2018; Fernández et al., 2013; Fisher, Malthus, Walker, Corbett, & Spelman, 2009; Strucken 

et al., 2016; Tokarska et al., 2009; Trọng, van Bers, Crooijmans, Dibbits, & Komen, 2013).  

 Inbreeding poses a unique challenge to relatedness and kinship studies, as estimates 

of relatedness based on IBD inherently assume a historical reference generation in which all 

individuals are unrelated; inbreeding increases rates of allele sharing between relationship 

categories relative to those expected based on typical kinship coefficients (Blouin, 2003). 

Estimates can be further biased when allele frequencies are referenced from the sampled 

individuals under consideration rather than the broader population (J. Wang, 2014). 

Additionally, the unknown relatedness of founding members of captive-bred populations can 

further skew shared genomic fractions from those based upon typical assumptions 

(Herbinger, O’reilly, & Verspoor, 2006). Sets of genetic markers with greater information 
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content are required to provide resolution in relationship reconstruction among groups where 

these complications are observed, relative to groups that more closely resemble simplifying 

assumptions (Fernández et al., 2013; Sellars et al., 2014; Strucken et al., 2016; Tokarska et 

al., 2009; Trọng et al., 2013).  

 In evaluating prospective genetic monitoring protocols, the utility of marker sets 

with differing degrees of information content will vary by population. In our study, hundreds 

of SNP loci allowed for genetic sibling reconstructions that matched the known pedigree 

among the more inbred red wolves, while 18 microsatellite loci currently used for 

monitoring—even with parental allele frequency data—could not. The information content 

of the microsatellite loci was not sufficient to differentiate between siblings and closely-

related non-siblings, while even random subsets of 10% (152 SNPs) of the full 1509 loci 

provided the same number of sibling groups. Alternately, among the gray wolves sampled, 

18 microsatellite loci—with or without background data to estimate allele frequencies—

consistently provided numbers of litters that closely corresponded to minimum estimates of 

reproductive packs obtained through field observations, hunter surveys, and other 

monitoring approaches (Clendenin et al., submitted). This set of microsatellites performed 

similarly to 1029-3587 SNP loci for the gray wolf population, and no further distinctions 

between groups were observed until the number of SNP loci was increased to over 9000 

SNPs. With less overall relatedness among individuals in the population, sibling 

relationships could be satisfactorily identified using the current group of microsatellite loci 

used for long-term monitoring. While genetic measures of diversity and relatedness can have 

biases and shortcomings in representing population diversity, these estimates based on data 

from existing genetic monitoring programs can still be useful when considering a potential 
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transition from microsatellites to SNPs (Carroll et al., 2018; Väli, Einarsson, Waits, & 

Ellegren, 2008; J. Wang, 2014). Similarly, before implementing a new monitoring program, 

knowledge of recent demographic bottlenecks in wild populations or of a small number of 

founders within a captive-breeding program may help in marker selection.  

 Beyond the number of markers required, some interesting patterns were observed 

regarding the characteristics of the selected SNP loci. While SNP loci are biallelic, 

differences in MAF affect the information content of individual SNPs. SNPs with MAF 

approaching 0.5 are considered more informative than those with lower MAF, and often this 

is used as criteria for selection when establishing new SNP panels (Dussault & Boulding, 

2018). Selecting SNPs with high MAF may be an effective strategy to decrease the number 

of loci required to obtain satisfactory relationship assignments and reduce genotyping costs 

per individual in some populations. However, inclusion of rare variants may improve the 

accuracy of relationship assignments, especially in highly inbred populations, by allowing 

for finer distinctions (Eynard, Windig, Leroy, van Binsbergen, & Calus, 2015). While 

missing data may also have played a contributing role, both perspectives on MAF and 

marker selection seem to have weight in our study; sibling reconstructions among the red 

wolves matched the known pedigree with a low MAF threshold (0.1), and while the gray 

wolf sibling reconstructions were the most discerning with filters mimicking those 

optimized for red wolves, performance comparable to microsatellites was possible with 

many fewer SNPs when a more moderate MAF threshold (0.3) was applied.  

Looking to the future, there are considerations to weigh beyond the role of 

information content in the selection of markers as decisions are made about genetic 

monitoring protocols. Minimally-invasive samples with lower quality and quantities of 
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genomic DNA are often genotyped with microsatellites; while some next-generation 

sequencing methods, such as SNP arrays and target enrichment, can be suitable for such 

samples, other methods, such as the RADseq approach we employed, do not have the same 

success (Carroll et al., 2018). Costs of genotyping can vary across platforms and the 

accuracy of analyses is not strictly determined by marker type (Kraus et al., 2015; Puckett, 

2017). In established, microsatellite-based programs with large population sizes and large 

genetic databases of samples, managers may find that the merits of retaining existing 

protocols outweigh the benefits of transitioning a legacy dataset to SNPs when the 

informativeness of the existing markers meet monitoring objectives and the costs to re-

genotype years of existing samples is high. However, in populations with lower genetic 

diversity and higher levels of inbreeding or in populations that do not currently have a 

genetic monitoring program, SNPs may be preferable. In these cases SNPs have the 

advantage in that no existing genetic information is needed to select loci and genotyping 

success and per sample costs can be optimized using SNP chips and other technologies 

(Andrews, Barba, et al., 2018). When appropriately selected, SNPs can also allow for 

additional analyses, such as tests of adaptive differentiation, not possible with 

microsatellites. Additionally, even in systems where currently-employed microsatellite loci 

are adequate to answer questions of interest, transitioning to SNPs may be considered as 

broader platform shifts may result in fewer resources being developed for microsatellites 

and less support being available for related technologies and as pressure to include more 

data in publications increases (Carroll et al., 2018; Puckett, 2017).  
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Figure 2.1: Count of red wolf litters/sibgroups using SNPs randomly thinned from best-
performing 1509, averaged over 10 subsets per “percent randomly thinned” category. 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Rates of correct pairwise assignments of red wolves using SNPs randomly 
thinned from best-performing 1509, averaged over 10 subsets per “Percent thinned” 
category. The average number of correct sibling pairs are the true siblings correctly 
identified in Colony reconstructions. 
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Figure 2.3: Rates of missed true red wolf sibling pairs using SNPs randomly thinned from 
best-performing 1509, averaged over 10 subsets per “Percent thinned” category. Missed true 
sibling pairs are true siblings not included in the same sibling group in Colony 
reconstructions.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Rates of incorrectly assigned red wolf sibling pairs using SNPs randomly 
thinned from best-performing 1509, averaged over 10 subsets per “Percent thinned” 
category. Incorrectly assigned sibling pairs are known non-siblings included in the same 
sibling group in Colony reconstructions.  
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Figure 2.5: Count of gray wolf litters using SNPs randomly thinned from best-performing 
18457, averaged over 10 subsets per “percent randomly thinned” category. 
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Figure 2.7: Geographical clustering of putative gray wolf sibling groups with two or more 
members, based on best-performing Colony reconstructions for each marker type. 
Categories are designated in order of increasing geographical distance. “Same GMU” 
describes sibling groups with  all members reported within the same game management unit 
(GMU). “Same Zone” describes sibling groups with all members reported within the same 
wolf management zone (WMZ). “Adjacent Zone” describes sibling groups with all members 
reported within adjacent zones.  “Spatial Outliers” describe sibling groups that contain 
members within non-adjacent zones. 
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Table 2.1: Count of litters and accuracy of Colony reconstructions by species and marker 
set. “RW” indicates the information describes the red wolf analyses, while “GW” indicates 
gray wolves. The “NBD” method refers to reconstructions with no background data used to 
estimate population-level allele frequencies, while “BD” indicates these data were used. 
“Pedigree matching” describes Plink filtering parameters selected by subsequent Colony 
reconstructions that matched the known red wolf pedigree. “Subset MS”describes 
reconstructions using microsatellites with individual samples subset to match those retained 
in SNP-based reconstructions. “RW opt. params” describes the dataset of gray wolf SNPs 
obtained through use of the Plink filtering parameters optimized for the red wolf dataset. 
“Syst Var” describes datasets of gray wolf SNPs obtained by systematically varying Plink 
parameters to obtain subsequent Colony reconstructions that were close to the original 
microsatellite-based reconstructions with the full set of individuals and also consistent over 
10 replicate runs. “Min/ind” refers to the Pink parameter that establishes a threshold for 
missing genotype data per individual sampled, “MAF” refers to the minor allele frequency 
threshold, and “Min/SNP” refers to the threshold for missing genotype data per SNP. 
“#Litters obs./exp.” details the total number of litters averaged over 10 replicate Colony runs 
over the expected total based on either pedigree (for red wolves) or the benchmark 
established from previous microsatellite-based reconstructions (gray wolves).  

Species Method 
Marker 

type 
#Loci Min/ind MAF Min/SNP 

#Litters 
obs./exp. 

RW 

 

NBD MS 18 NA NA NA 13/25 

BD MS 18 NA NA NA 20/25 

Pedigree 
matching 

SNP 1509 0.96 0.1 45 21/21 

GW 

 

Subset MS MS 18 NA NA NA 33/34 

RW opt. params SNP 18547 0.96 0.1 45 34/34 

Syst Var SNP 101 0.954 0.1 20 19/34 

Syst Var SNP 2349 0.954 0.1 30 32/34 

Syst Var SNP 1029 0.954 0.2 30 32/34 

Syst Var SNP 6504 0.954 0.2 40 33/34 

Syst Var SNP 3587 0.954 0.3 40 33/34 
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Table 2.2: Diversity metrics with standard errors (SE) from GenAlex results based on 
microsatellites (MS) and SNPs from red wolves (RW) and gray wolves (GW). Includes the 
number of alleles per locus (Na), effective number of alleles per locus(Ne), Shannon’s 
information index (I), observed heterozygosity (Ho), and unbiased expected heterozygosity 
(uHe).  

 
Na Ne I Ho uHe 

RW SNPs 
2.000 (SE 
+-0.000) 

1.475 (SE 
+- 0.006) 

0.477 (SE 
+- 0.003) 

0.250 (SE 
+- 0.003) 

0.309 (SE 
+- 0.003) 

RW MS 
6.056 (SE 
+- 0.408) 

2.851 (SE 
+- 0.181) 

1.231 (SE 
+- 0.064) 

0.652 (SE 
+- 0.032) 

0.627 (SE 
+- 0.027) 

GW SNPs 
2.000 (SE 
+- 0.000) 

1.594 (SE 
+- 0.003) 

0.535 (SE 
+- 0.001) 

0.272 (SE 
+- 0.001) 

0.361 (SE 
+- 0.001) 

GW MS 
8.000 (SE 
+-0.676) 

4.726 (SE 
+- 0.447) 

1.642 (SE 
+- 0.095) 

0.717 (SE 
+- 0.029) 

0.756 (SE 
+- 0.026) 

 

Table 2.3: Mean population relatedness based on microsatellites (MS) and SNPs from red 
wolves (RW) and gray wolves (GW). The triadic method uses uses Wang’s 2007 triad-based 
maximum likelihood estimator, and the dyadic method uses Milligan’s 2003 dyad-based 
maximum likelihood estimator. 

Marker set Triadic Dyadic 

RW SNPs 0.056 0.058 

RW MS 0.105 0.120 

GW SNPs 0.031 0.031 

GW MS 0.070 0.081 
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Appendix 

 

 

Figure S1.1: Distribution of mean probabilities of inclusion and exclusion for sibling groups 
across Colony treatments, 2014 and 2015. 
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Figure S1.2: Distribution of mean probabilities of inclusion and exclusion for sibling groups 
across Colony runs and treatments, 2014 and 2015. 
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Table S1.1: Loci and allelic diversity for 18 microsatellites used in this study. Abbreviations 
include: A for number of alleles; He and Ho for expected and observed heterozygosity, 
respectively.  

Marker A Ho He 
103 8 0.77 0.736 

109 6 0.76 0.771 

121 8 0.78 0.807 

172 4 0.42 0.430 

200 8 0.45 0.624 

2004 12 0.83 0.856 

2010 4 0.58 0.610 

250 8 0.68 0.790 

377 8 0.77 0.784 

CXX119 10 0.81 0.774 

CXX173 6 0.71 0.773 

FH2001 8 0.76 0.761 

FH2054 11 0.73 0.790 

FH2088 9 0.67 0.671 

FH2137 13 0.77 0.751 

FH2611 13 0.86 0.885 

FH2670 17 0.88 0.879 

FH3725 13 0.76 0.816 

 

 


